
APPENDIX 

5.3.1.1. 
C O N S T R U C T I O N  O F  T H E  T E S T I N G 

F R A M E 

The testing frame was constructed from two unused pin-

boards (referred to as Board A and Board B) See Figure  1: 

Pin board before alteration. Initially the shape and specifi c 

requirements of the testing frame were derived from the 

characteristics and opportunities offered by rope and 

rope-like materials. 

Board A acts as the backdrop to the testing frame. The 

OSB was cleaned, sanded by hand and fi nished with white 

PVA paint. Holes were drilled into the backboard in order 

to allow for the fi xing of rope and hardware. The 8mm 

diameter holes are set 200mm (centre to centre) and 

run on a horizontal and vertical grid. This allows for the 

shaping of three dimensional textile space

Board B acts as the main frame onto which hardware and 

rope can be fi xed. The OSB board was removed from 

the existing frame, the frame was cleaned and holes were 

drilled into the inner part of the frame. The 8mm diameter 

holes were spaced 100mm centre to centre. Holes 1-19 

were placed at the top and bottom of the horizontal 

frames and holes A-J were placed vertically down the sides 

of the frame. The numbering system was incorporated 

for documentation purposes. Finally Board B was painted 

white. 

To complete the testing frame Board A and Board B 

were fi xed together. The feet of the frames were bolted 

together using M6 bolts and two pieces of 32x32x600 

mm timber batons. The tops of the frames were fi xed 

by spanning two pieces of 2.6x25x25x450mm mild steel 

equal angles between the two frames and fi xing them with 

self-tapping screws. These materials were left unfi nished 

and unpainted. 

The completed testing frame is 2020mm wide, 1670mm 

high and 435mm deep. See Figure 2: Completed testing 

frame in use (right). The completed testing frame includes 

the addition of M6 eye bolts as fi xing points. For physical 

parameters of the testing frame see section 5.3.1. on 

poster 10 (page 54+55). 

A Construction of sites

Figure  1: Pin board before alteration

Figure 2: Completed testing frame in use
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5.3.2.1. 
C O N S T R U C T I O N  O F  T H E  T E S T I N G 

B O X

Where the testing frame acts as quite a rigid test site, the 

testing box allows for more fl uidity and malleability of the 

textile. This is due to the increased amount of fi xing points 

and the fact that the grid is aligned. Not only does the grid 

allow for the fi xing of eye bolts but the aligned holes also 

mean that threaded rods can pass through both of the 

side panels simultaneously. 

For physical parameters of the testing box see section 

5.3.2. on poster 10 (page 54+55 ).

The testing box was constructed using 16 mm MDF. The 

form of the box was designed to be ‘neutral’. Therefore 

the dimensions of the box was not based on the testing 

site for intervention, but was built to be an empty 

rectangle. This was done to ensure maximum fl exibility in 

terms of spatial response. 

Initially the dimensions of the bottom panel of the box was 

based on the dimensions of an A2 sheet of paper (420mm 

x 594mm). It was altered to 400mm x 580mm to use the 

available MDF sheet in the most effi cient way. The side 

panels simply matched these parameters with a height 

proportionally to the size of the bottom panel. Therefore 

the side panels were designed to be 300mm high. 

The three side panels and bottom panel were drawn out 

onto the available MDF sheet with pencil. The panels 

were cut whereafter the sides of the panels were sanded 

lightly to remove any rough edges. The panels were then 

glued to each other.  Wood screws were used to secure 

the panels to each other. Initially it was determined that 

the box would need to be strong enough to resist pulling, 

tugging and tension from ropes and strings. Later however 

it became clear that the nature of the type of testing to 

take place within the box would change. See Table 5.2. 

Testing box, observation and response on poster 10 (page 

54+55)

After the wood dried a grid was marked out onto the 

exterior of the box. This grid was then used to drill 6mm 

holes into the box. After drilling the box was sanded inside 

and outside to get rid of any pencil lines and excess glue. 

M6 eye bolts and later 6mm threaded rod was placed 

through the holes within the box. 

See Figure 3: Testing box in use (right). 

Figure 3: Testing box in use
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APPENDIX B Data collection and synthesis

TEST NR STEP DESCRIPTION PHOTO 

1
1 Fix three ropes to upper frame (loop through eye bolt)

One primary cord centred (10)
Two filler cords (A and B) either side of the primary cord (9,11)

2 Select FC-A and make an overhand loop knot towards the PC
Place PC through the eye of loop FC-A
Pull the running end of FC-A to dress the knot

3 Repeat step 2 using FC-B 
Push knot from FC-B up against FC-A to ensure a snug fit 

4 Hang one AC over left V and one AC over right V
Ensure that ends meet

5 Select FC-A and make an overhand loop knot towards the AC 
Place AC through the eye of loop FC-A
Dress knot

6 Repeat step 5 using FC-B

7 Repeat steps 2-5 until end of rope is reached

2 1 Fix five PC (14,16) to the upper frame
Fix four FC (13,15,15,17) to the upper frame

2 Select the first FC and make a simple noose not toward the second PC (angling the FC-A toward the 
right to reach the second PC). Place running end of first PC through the eye of loop FC-A. Pull the 
running end of FC-A to dress the knot

3 Repeat step 2 using the second FC and the second PC . Push knot from FC-B up against FC-A to 
ensure a snug fit 

4 Select the FC-C and make a simple noose not toward the fourth PC (angling the FC-A toward the left 
to reach the fourth PC). Place running end of first PC through the eye of loop FC-C. Pull the running 
end of FC-C to dress the knot

5 Repeat step 4 using the fourth FC and the fourth PC . Push knot from FC-D up against FC-C to ensure 
a snug fit 

6 Repeat steps 2-4, angling each of the FC to the PC opposite the existing knot criss crossing down the 
PC one row at a time. Repeat the steps until the remaining PC is covered completely with FC.

3 1 Fix two rope loops through four eye bolts so that each of the four running ends hang towards the 
floor

2 Insert four evenly spaced holes in two rectangular sections of board material

3 Tie an overhand knot about 400mm down the front two rope ends and feed the rope ends through 
the two front holes of the board. Tie two more overhand knots below the board to secure the board 
between the two sets of knots

4 Repeat this step using the two back ropes

5 There should now be two boards secured horisontally between hanging rope ends

6 When pulling on the front top rope loop (Between the two widely spaced eye-bolts) the horisontal 
boards should tip to a diagonal position

4 1 Fix two rope loops through four eye bolts so that each of the four running ends hang towards the 
floor

2 Insert four evenly spaced holes in two rectangular sections of board material and feed the ends of the 
rope through the board material

3 Add and extra loose piece of rope through each of the four holes

4 Use the loose piece of rope to tie the first half of the Double Fisherman's Knot above the board and 
the second half of the knot below the board. Slide the knots toward each other to secure the board 
snuggly between the two knots

5 Feed each of the four main rope ends through the four holes in the second board

6 Add a third loose piece of additional rope through the bottom tier board

7 Repeat step 4
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5 1 Fix two rope loops through four eye bolts so that each of the four running ends hang towards the 
floor

2 Insert four evenly spaced holes in two rectangular sections of board material

3 Push running ends of the two front ropes through the front holes in the board material, stick each of 
the two running ends through a washer.

4 Loop each of the two running ends in order to stick them back through the washer and through the 
holes in the board material

5 Take the two running ends that are now at the top of the board material and tie a fisherman's stopper 
knot to hold them in place

6 Place two individual loose pieces of rope through each of the loops that are at the bottom of the 
board product

7 Pull the ropes toward the board to create a snug fit

6 1 Fix two rope loops through four eye bolts so that each of the four running ends hang towards the 
floor

2 Insert four evenly spaced holes in two rectangular sections of board material

3 Place the two front ropes side by side through a washer

4 Split the two ropes and place through the two front holes in the board material

5 Once ropes are through the holes bring them together again and place through a large washer (repeat 
step 3 and 4). 

6 Repeat steps 3,4 and 5. 

7 1 Fix two rope loops through four eye bolts so that each of the four running ends hang towards the 
floor

2 One at a time, fix the four loose loop ends from Sample 1 to each of the free running ends of the 
rope by means of an overhand loop

3 Ensure that all loose rope ends are secured 

4 Dress the knots

5 There should now be a textile secured horisontally between hanging rope ends where the board 
product was placed initially

6 When pulling on the front top rope loop (Between the two widely spaced eye-bolts) the horisontal 
textile sample should tip to diagonaly

8 1 Fix two rope loops through four eye bolts so that each of the four running ends hang towards the 
floor

2 One at a time, fix the four loose loop ends from Sample 2 to each of the free running ends of the 
rope by means of an overhand loop

3 Ensure that all loose rope ends are secured 

4 Dress the knots

5 There should now be a textile secured horisontally between hanging rope ends where the board 
product was placed initially

6 When pulling on the front top rope loop (Between the two widely spaced eye-bolts) the horisontal 
textile sample should tip to diagonaly

9 1 Fix primary cord to main frame with eye bolt and carabiner by means of larks head knot.

2 Suspend dowel and fix with double stranded clove hitch knot

3 Seperated two strands from each other and and tie two separate clove hitch knots

See poster for more images

TEST NR STEP DESCRIPTION PHOTO 
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TEST NR STEP DESCRIPTION PHOTO 

12 1 Use rope fixing structure as created in test 10

2 Remove knot at the end of the dowel and shift textile sample 2 over the end onto the dowel (Use the 
structural cord as fixing point)

3 Add a secondary dowel in the bottom end of the sample, in the loops of the filler cord

13 1 Fix five Primary Cord’s to the upper frame

2 Fix three Filler Cords consecutively inbetween each of the PC’s

3 Select FC-A and make a Simple noose knot towards the first PC. Place the running end of the second 
PC through the eye of loop FC-A. Pull the running end of FC-A to dress the knot

4 Repeat step 3 using FC-B and the second PC. Ensure that FC-B is ontop of FC-A in the diagonal cross 
formed by the two filler cords.

5 Repeat steps 3 and 4 with the remaining FC’s and PC’s. Ensure that the FC joining from the left always 
crosses over the FC joining from the right. 

6 Repeat steps 3-5 until end of rope is reached

14 1 Fix sample one to testing frame as when constructed

2 Firmly secure bottom end of the sample to the testing frame using structural cords

3 Pull on left and right hand sides of the sample holding on to the strucutral cord

15 1 Fix sample one to testing frame as when constructed

2 Firmly secure bottom end of the sample to the testing frame using structural cords

3 Grip structural cord in the middle of the sample and pull towards self

10 1 Fix primary cord to main frame with eye bolt and carabiner by means of larks head knot.

2 Suspend dowel and fix with double stranded clove hitch knot

3 Seperated two strands from each other and and tie two separate clove hitch knots

4 Add two additional anchor points (eye bolt with carabiner) onto the back board of the main frame

5 Position dowel securely by fixing the additional ropes to the dowel by means of clove hitch knots

See poster for more images

11 1 Use rope fixing structure as created in test 10

2 Remove knot at the end of the dowel and shift textile sample 2 over the end onto the dowel (Use the 
filler cord as fixing point)

3 Add a secondary dowel in the bottom end of the sample, in the loops of the filler cord
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TEST NR STEP DESCRIPTION PHOTO 

16 The process is similar to the construction process followed to construct sample 13. Here the spacing 
between filler cord and structural cord is double. 

1 Fix three Primary Cord’s to the upper frame

2 Fix three Filler Cords consecutively inbetween each of the PC’s

3 Select FC-A and make a Simple noose knot towards the first PC. Place the running end of the second 
PC through the eye of loop FC-A. Pull the running end of FC-A to dress the knot

4 Repeat step 3 using FC-B and the second PC. Ensure that FC-B is ontop of FC-A in the diagonal cross 
formed by the two filler cords.

5 Repeat steps 3 and 4 with the remaining FC’s and PC’s. Ensure that the FC joining from the left always 
crosses over the FC joining from the right. 

6 Repeat steps 3-5 until end of rope is reached

17 1 Firmly secure bottom end of sample 16 to the testing frame using structural cords

2 Pull on left and right hand sides of the sample holding on to the strucutral cord

18 1 Firmly secure bottom end of the sample to the testing frame using structural cords

2 Grip structural cord in the middle of the sample and pull towards self

19 1 Fix sample one to testing frame as when constructed

2 Firmly secure bottom end of the sample to the testing frame using structural cords

3 Take hold of all four corners of textile sample two and pull away from each anchor point

20 1 Fix five Primary Cords to carabiner within upper frame. Fix to carabiner using Cow hitch knot.

2 Fix five Filler Cords to side of frame. Select the uppermost FC and make a Simple noose knot towards 
the firts PC. Feed the PC through the eye of the loop of the FC. Pull the running end of FC to dress 
the knot

3 Repeat step 2 with the same FC and remaining PC’s

4 Repeat step 2 and 3 with the remaining FC’s and PC’s

5 Dress the knots

21 1 Firmly secure bottom end of sample 16 to the testing frame using structural cords

2 Pull on left and right hand sides of the sample holding on to the strucutral cord

22 1 Firmly secure bottom end of sample 16 to the testing frame using structural cords

2 Grip structural cord in the middle of the sample and pull towards self

TTerm Key

Primary cord Pr
Secondary cord Se
SStructural cord SC
FFiller cord FC
Resultant V V
Cord type set CTS
Sampe unit U
Anchor point AP
Facing side FS
Backing side BS

Term Key

Structural cord
Filler cord

TERMS:

CORD TYPE SET: Any collection of cords within one sample that are of the same material
PRIMARY CORD: The main carrying cord in any cord type set 

SECONDARY CORD: The cord secondary to the primary cord in any cord type set

STRUCTURAL CORD: Any cords forming the structure or carrying the weight of any filler cord, 
cord type set. 

FILLER CORD: Any cords forming the infill or body of a sample and is fixed by means of 
knotting to any structural cord, cord type set. The Filler cord does not carry the weight of the 
sample unit

ANCHOR POINT: Any point or fixing place to which a textile can be fixed using various 
configurations of rigging hardware
FACING SIDE: Facing side is the side of the sample unit that you see while knotting. 

BACKING SIDE: Backing side is the side of the sample unit that faces away from you while 
knotting. 
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APPENDIX C Raw data
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APPENDIX D Initial design charrette
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APPENDIX E Design charrette
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“We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and 
technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. 

Resistance is futile.”

Star trek – First contact (1996)


